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ABSTRACT
Recent events such as the 2011 Christchurch, New Zealand earthquake, the 2011 Great Tohoku,
Japan earthquake and tsunami, and Superstorm Sandy in 2012 have highlighted the need to better
understand and model community resilience. This is particularly true with regard to
interdependencies among physical infrastructure components and systems that exacerbate their
lack of functionality and delay community recovery. The National Institute of Standards and
Technology (NIST) funded the multi university five-year Center of Excellence for Risk-Based
Community Resilience Planning (CoE), headquartered at Colorado State University. The
Center’s purpose is to (i) develop a computational environment with fully integrated supporting
databases to identify, study and understand the key attributes that make communities resilient;
(ii) standardize data ontologies for community resilience; (iii) validate the computational
environment through hindcasting of events and resilience-based field studies; and (iv) optimize
resilience enhancement strategies utilizing these tools and databases. This paper presents a brief
overview of the CoE and its current research accomplishments, including a description of the
considered testbed communities. In this paper, we discuss the role that robustness to earthquakes
and tsunamis play on community resilience including recovery, illustrating the process at the
community level.
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ABSTRACT
Recent events such as the 2011 Christchurch, New Zealand earthquake, the 2011 Great
Tohoku, Japan earthquake and tsunami, and Superstorm Sandy in 2012 have highlighted
the need to better understand and model community resilience. This is particularly true
with regard to interdependencies among physical infrastructure components and systems
that exacerbate their lack of functionality and delay community recovery. The National
Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST) funded the multi-university five-year
Center of Excellence for Risk-Based Community Resilience Planning (CoE),
headquartered at Colorado State University. The Center’s purpose is to (i) develop a
computational environment with fully integrated supporting databases to identify, study
and understand the key attributes that make communities resilient; (ii) standardize data
ontologies for community resilience; (iii) validate the computational environment
through hindcasting of events and resilience-based field studies; and (iv) optimize
resilience enhancement strategies utilizing these tools and databases. This paper presents
a brief overview of the CoE and its current research accomplishments, including a
description of the considered testbed communities. In this paper, we discuss the role that
robustness to earthquakes and tsunamis play on community resilience including recovery,
illustrating the process at the community level.
Introduction
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Resilience is defined as the ability to prepare for and adapt to changing conditions and
withstand and recover rapidly from disruptions. Resilience includes the ability to withstand and
recover from deliberate attacks, accidents, or naturally occurring threats or incidents (PPD 21).
The Center of Excellence for Risk-Based Community Resilience Planning (CoE) is focused on
community resilience to natural hazards, including those hazards that are less well defined, such
as tornadoes, tsunamis, and wildland urban interface (WUI) fires. All stages of resilience
assessment are covered, from pre-event planning and setting performance metrics to achieve the
goals set by a community through the years of recovery to decision-making. Such planning and
decision-making requires a risk-informed approach to provide an optimal balance between public
and private investments in resilience. There are three major logistical challenges to community
resilience, namely: (1) Community resilience is an interdisciplinary endeavor requiring an
understanding and modeling of the interaction of the physical, social science, and economic
domains; (2) The interacting physical systems in a community are designed to different
performance codes and standards, often at the single component level; and (3) Realistic system
recovery models for interdependent physical-socio-economic systems do not exist. To address
these challenges, a multidisciplinary research team has been assembled, consisting of university
faculty, NIST researchers, research scientists, post-doctoral scholars, and graduate students.
Some of the specific topics include: (1) single, multiple, and cascading hazards modeled as
scenarios; (2) physical components and systems, including buildings, transportation networks,
water and wastewater system, energy networks, telecommunication networks and their key
geospatial and logical dependencies and interdependencies; (3) aging and deterioration
modeling; (4) economic modeling and cascading effects; (5) social systems modeling and
cascading effects including identification of baseline models for disaster impacts, and resilience
models for recovery; (6) full model architecture validation using hindcasting; (7) optimization
strategies for enhancing community resilience; (8) an overarching resilience data management
structure which includes assessing user/stakeholder alignment, development of a standardized
data ontology including a community resilience glossary and taxonomy, and development of data
management tools and architecture; (9) four exploratory testbeds ranging from a small Pacific
Northwest town whose economy is tourist-driven to a large Metropolitan area of 1.4 million
people; and (10) community resilience field studies to support the data and analysis architecture.
In addition, an external assessment panel provides critical feedback bi-annually to the CoE
leadership.
One major objective for the CoE is the development of a comprehensive research tool entitled
the Interconnected Networked Community Resilience Modeling Environment (IN-CORE) which
models scenario events such as earthquakes, windstorms, tornadoes, hurricanes, WUI fires,
tsunamis, and floods. It has the ability to calculate community resilience metrics and will base
decision support on researcher/user-selected performance goals. The built (or physical)
environment, such as buildings, transportation networks, power, water/wastewater, and
communication facilities, is modeled to predict physical damage, and loss or reduction of
functionality. Economic and social science models are interconnected with the physical models
as the recovery process is modeled to identify optimal planning and policies for risk-informed
decision support. A major focus of IN-CORE development is modeling the recovery process
following a scenario event [1-3]. The recovery of buildings and other physical systems also
interacts with other physical systems and social infrastructure systems (e.g., [4, 5]). This
extended abstract provides a summary of the earthquake- and tsunami-related activities within

the CoE in the context of two testbeds of relatively small communities: one virtual and one real.
Earthquakes
The Centerville Virtual Community [6] is an idealized community of 50,000 people with a
reasonably diverse and representative economy, physical systems, and demographics, and has
provided an illustration of how individual building portfolios [7] and infrastructure systems and
their dependencies can be modeled, and how linkages between performance of buildings,
transportation, energy and water systems [8, 9], economic [10] and social systems can be
established for community resilience assessment purposes. An initial decision framework was
developed and tested successfully for two simple problems involving optimizing pre-earthquake
retrofit strategies in Centerville. The storyline for Centerville has been completed, and was
published in a Special Issue in Sustainable and Resilient Infrastructure (published by Taylor &
Francis as Vol. 1, Issue 3-4, December, 2016). Earthquakes are modeled by defining fault
rupture with a specific magnitude, specified distance and depth, as well as other required
attenuation-specific information.
The spectral accelerations throughout Centerville are
determined and linked with fragilities for buildings and other physical infrastructure. New to
this type of analysis within IN-CORE is the modeling of the socio-demographic makeup of
Centerville which affects the ability of the community to recover. The social impact includes
population dislocation and the socio-demographics are balanced with a computable general
equilibrium model [10] which models the effect of dislocation and damaged capital stock (i.e.,
physical infrastructure) on the community economy.
Tsunamis and Earthquake + Tsunami
Seaside, a coastal community in Oregon with about 6,000 residents and about 10,000 buildings,
is a test site for testing models for multi-hazard damage and loss assessment at a parcel scale for
a range of earthquake/tsunami scenarios originating from the Cascadia Subduction Zone
(CSZ). A consistent Probabilistic Seismic and Tsunami Hazard Assessment (PSTHA)
conditioned on full and partial ruptures of the CSZ have been developed [11] along with several
scenarios to understand damage and loss, initially using empirical fragilities to understand the
relative uncertainties in modeling hazard source, tsunami inundation, the description of the built
environment, and fragilities [12]. To reduce the uncertainty of empirical fragilities, a number of
fragility curves were developed for combined tsunami and earthquake hazards [13], and for
building openings and component failure [14]. The team is investigating the propagation of
uncertainties for the PSTDA and a sensitivity analysis is being conducted on the effect of model
granularity (from tax lot level to census block level and beyond) for both hazards. Within the
Seaside testbed, the building damage and water damage are being modeled interdependently with
population dislocation to define (i) the population dislocation as a result of both structural
damage to buildings as well as building loss of functionality due to lack of water, and (ii) the
reduction in the water demand due to population dislocation [4, 5]. Future work will include
expansion of the test-bed at the county level to allow for a economic modeling of indirect losses
and to recovery processes, leading to a better understanding of community resilience to
earthquake and tsunami damage and loss.
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